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IAbstract
An attempt was mode to compute the contributions of
a	 various surface boundery conditions to the monthly mean
states generated by the 7- layer, 6 x 10 GISS climate model.
a
A h ; orarchy of experiments was run, starting with an all
f
	 water planet with zonally symmetric sea surface temperatures,
then adding, one at a time, fist continents, mountains,
surface physics, and realistic see surface temperatures.
The model was run with the sun fixed at a perpetual January.
Ensemble means end standard deviations were computed
and the t-test was used to determine the statistical
significance of the results.
In addition to subjective examination of maps, the
results were evaluated using spherical harmonic analysis.
f	
This paper begins with a comparison of the 'flat
continents" experiment end the 'mountain' experiment. 	 It
was found that, although the effects of mountains on the
model climatology are generally qualitatively correct, the
resulting climate is not always a better simulation of
nature.
The addition of realistic surface physics does not
affect the model climatology to as large an extent as does
F
the addition of mountains.
Departures from zonal symmetry of the SST field result
in a batter simulation of the real atmosphere.
I 
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Introduction
General circulation models, including the GISS coarse
mesh climate model IMensen et. al.. 19801, are often used to
perform 'prescribed change' experiments in which some
elterstion in solar radiation. surface boundary conditions,
r	 or atmospheric composition is specified and the atmospheric
response, i.e.	 the effect of the prescribed thongs on the
weather or climate, is calculated.
	 In such experiments, the
specified change is usually some small perturbation of the
basic constraints on the system, and the computed response of
the model may be weaker then the background noise.
	
The
analysis of these experiments would undoubtedly be aided by a
better understanding of the ways in which the primary
cIimatoIog,c@I controls combine to generate the basic
climatic state.	 In this study, an attempt is made to compute
the contributions of various surface boundary conditions to
the monthly mean states generated by the 7- layer, 8 x 10 6155
climete model.
For the purposes of the study. such obvious climatic
controls as the shape end rotation of the earth, the solar
radiation, end the dry composition of the atmosphere are
fixed, and only the surface boundary conditions are altered
In the various simulations. 	 The model (version 6601 is
operated at a fixed solar declination, specifically that of
January 15, initialized on January 1, and allowed to simulate
25 successive Janua r ies without going through the annual
cycle.	 Monthly moans are computed for each January and for
ensembles of all but five Januaries, the first five months
being discarded as transients.
The first two experiments in this study, 80 and al, in
which all lend is eliminated and zonally uniform sea surface
Ztemperature ISST) and ice coverage patterns ere specified,
are described in detail in Spar (198)).
	 Briefly, experiment 	 40
is a water planet spin up, in which the model is initialized
with globally uniform mean values of sigma- level specific
humidities and temperatures, as well as a constant surface
pressure end zero winds.
This paper will begin with experiment e2, in which flat
continents ere placed on the earth, with zero elevation above
sea level, zero water storage capacity, and uniform surface
elbedo, in order to assess the thermal influence of the lend,
while the zonal distribution of see ice and SST remain
unchanged over the oceans.	 The model is again initialized
with the some state Of rest as in the water planet spin up
experiment, and is again run for a period of 25 Jenuorias,
the first five months bung discarded. 	 The initial surface
elbedo of Greenland and Antarctica is that of glacial ice,
but snow is allowed to elter both the sea ice and continental
albedos as computed by the model.
The ef f ect of mountoins on the global model climatology
is computed by repseting the lest run, but with the correct
model terrain elevation restored at each grid point.
Mowever, in the 'mountain' experiment (run e3) the model is
initialized not only with a state of rest, but also with a
completely dry and isothermal atmosphere, so that it is
required to generate its own humidity and temperature
distribution.	 The ground albedo is still kept uniform over
the continents, except where snow is calculated, and the
water storage capacity is zero in this mountain run.
The climatic effects of variable surface al ►,ado and
water slorege capacity over the continents are investigated
3through a second perpetual January mountain experiment (run
84) in which realistic surface physics is added, end then the
influence of departures from zone] symmetry of the SST field
is examined by cobparing the results of the previous run with
the perpetual January climatology generated by the complete
model (run a51 using the actual January climatological SST's.
Model description
The GISS model of the global atmosphere is a
three-dimensional primitive equation model using spherical
geometry.	 The model numerically solves the simultaneous
equations for conservation of mass, energy, and momentum,
and the equation of state. 	 The numerical differencing
schemes for the dynamics are based on the work of Rrokowe,
with a time step of 15 minutes.	 Radiative hosting and
cocling are computed with a semi-implicit spectral
integration which is accurate throughout the troposphere and
stratosphere and includes all significant atmospheric gases,
aerosols, and cloud particles.
	 Cloud cover is computed by
the model.	 Convection mixes moisture, sensible hest, and
horizontal momentum in the vertical direction based on e
model which perm;ts penetration to an arbitrary height. 	 The
ground temperature is computed with a method which provides
realistic simulation of both the diurnal variation of
temperature and seasonal heat storage. 	 Ground moisture is
computed with a two layer model; the wetness of the upper
layer responds rapidly to evaporation and precipitation
while the deeper layer has a water ho l ding capacity
appropriate for the root zone of the regional vegetation. 	 i
t- -
4Snow depth is computed over land end ice With a Simple sass
budget model.	 Fluxes of sensible hest. moisture, and
momentum between the surface and atmosphere are obtained
from a dreg-law formulation which employs a parameterization
of the Monin-Obuthov similarity functions.
	
See surface
temperature and see its coverage are specified seasonally-
varying boundary conditions.
The model uses a grid of 2V points of latitude b; 36
points of longitude, or about 8 x 10 degrees.	 This coarse
horizontel resolution results in computing times an order of
magnitude less then normally employed in general circulation
models, allowing simulations of lone time periods.	 To
compensate for , the greet distance between grid points, the
specified surface condition for each grid point represents
appropriate fractions of lend and ocean. 	 Interactions
between the surface and the atmosphere (radiation. momentum
transfer, and latent and sensible hest fluxes) ere computed
separately for each surface type.
The seven vertical layers use a sigma coordinate, so
that the g r ound is a coordinate surface. 	 The top of the
dynamically active portion of the atmosphere is fixed at 10
mbi the atmosphere above is radiatively interactive wiii .th the
lower levels, with the temperature profile above 10 mb
determined by radiative equilibrium.
i
5Methods of date analysis
The fields we have selected for examination era tho
horizontal mops of 500 millibar lob) height. sea level
pressure (SLP)& the average temperature in the layer between
050 mb and 700 mb, precipitation and surface temperature.
and meridionel cross sections of zonal means of temperature
and the three components of the wind.
To supplement the subjective analysis of these fields.
the spectral components of the first three horizontel maps
listed above are examined using the method of spherical
haraortic analysis described in Christidis and Spar (1981).
Table 1 lists the degree In) and order (m) of the ten
leading harmonics (with the exception of the 0.0 component,
which represents the global mean value) of SLP, layer
temperature, and 500 mb height for runs a2, e3, e4, and e5.
Fo- the n.m-th harmonic, m is the zonal (longitudinal) wave
number, while n-m represents the number of nodal parallel!
Also tabulated are the amplitude (A), in physical units, and
the phase angle (b), in degrees, of each harmonic.
As in Chet-von 11980• and 1980b), the results are
analyzed by computing, for each experiment, ensemble means
and ensemble sterderd deviations of the 20 Jenuerias.	 These
statistics are then used to cslcul:te, with the standard
Student's t-test, the confidence levels at which the
ensemble means of each pair of experiments can be Judged to
be significantly different.
The test veriate, t, is defined. as in Chervin and
Schneider 11976), to be
.A.	
--	
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Table 1
Comparison of dominant spherical harmonic components
(See text for de to i l s)
SLP (mb)
run e2 run	 e3 run	 64 run e5
n m A b n m A e n m A e n m A b
4 0 10.0 180 1 0 11.4 0 1 0 11.8 0 1 0 10.1 02 0 5.9 180 4 0 7.5 180 4 0 7.6 180 4 0 10.0 1601 1 5.4 155 1 1 7.0 167 2 0 5.2 0 2 0 6.6 03 2 5.2 230 2 0 6.9 0 8 0 4.4 0 3 2 4.7 2174 4 4.2 306 3 2 5.1 234 3 2 4.3 219 2 1 4.4 965 4 3.6 136 4 4 4.7 296 3 0 4.0 0 4 2 4.0 1713 3 3.6 286 3 0 4.7 0 1 1 3.9 152 3 1 3.8 1082 2 3.6 154 5 4 4.6 124 2 1 3.6 87 2 2 3.3 1672 1 3.3 96 5 2 4.5 127 5 2 3.4 143 8 0 3.2 03 0 3.2 180 8 0 4.3 0 4 2 3.3 159 5 2 3.2 159
temperature between	 850 mb end 700 m@ (K)
run	 e2 run	 e3 run	 e4 run	 e5
n m A D	
i
n m A D n m A b n m A b
2 0 39.9 180 ) 2 0 42.1 180 2 0 U 0.4 180 2 0 40.4 1801 0 14.1 180 1 0 16.6 180 l 0 16.4 180 1 0 16.7 1808 0 3.4 180 6 0 4.0 0 8 0 3.1 180 6 0 4.8 03 2 3.1 55 8 0 3.7 180 3 2 2.7 42 3 1 3.5 3111 1 3.1 341 1 l 3.6 4 6 0 2.7 0 2 1 3.2 3276 0 2.3 0 3 2 3.5 62 6 2 2.7 33 3 2 3.0 604 4 2.2 117 6 2 2.8 27 7 0 2.7 180 6 2 2.7 462 2 2.2 339 4 1 2.8 283 4 l 2.6 289 8 0 2.6 1807 0 2.0 180 5 4 2.7 308 4 2 2.5 3 4 1 2.5 3282 1 2.0 278 4 4 2.6 116	 13 0 2.5 180 5 2 2.4 30
500 mb	 height (motors)
run	 s2 run	 93 run	 e4 run	 15
n M A b n T A b n T R b n m A b
2 0 886 180 2 0 836 180 2 0 830 180 2 0 819 1801 0 293 180 1 0 264 180 1 0 262 180 1 0 286 1804 0 96 180 4 0 96 180 4 0 96 180 4 0 93 1808 0 55 180 6 0 74 0 6 0 60 0 6 0 87 07 0 49 180 8 0 44 180 7 0 56 180 4 1 56 16 0 49 0 7 0 43 180 6 2 41 42 3 1 51 3303 0 34 180 6 2 39 38 5 2 41 44 2 1 51 35115 0 25 0 5 2 34 31 4 2 38 20 5 1 47 3574 2 24 21 7 2 32 48 8 0 37 180 5 2 46 547 1 23 85 5 3 32 237 3 0 33 180) 6 2 46 58
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with the combined astomate of variance s & Divan by
5a•rlti-x1^ •lye-Y)^
J / In, • n,-2 1 .L.	 j _0	
whorl
r	 x•xi /n o . y•2r	 yt /n, .
.. '	 .• ,
x i and y,' are monthly overages at a particular grid point.
and n o and n. are the number of Januories in th e experiments.
The number of degrees of freedom, v. is de c ined by
w o n. • nA -2.
The level of significance. 0, is calculated from
f
0- 1- if 1:1 dr
r
where
_ 
V+1
r	 ^1^^^	 it
	
rl	 v	 for - e0 < i < DV,
The gamma function  i s defined by
C (v1 =J =" e.= d:
c
Contour maps and cross-sections of 0 are then plotted
with contour lines for (^=.01, .05. and multiples of 0.10.
On these maps and cross- sections, large continuous areas
where the di f fo r onces between the ensemble moons are
significant at tons 17 level appear as ci g ar areas. and •roes
where the differences are not s i gnificant --where the
'signal' cannot be seen through the o noise'-- are generally
cove r ed with closely spaced contour lines for 0 in multiples
of 0.10. in a few cases small clear areas appea r in regions
that show no statistically significant dliference.
necessitating numerical labels on the ,aritour lines.
The maps and cross- sections of significance lsvels
should be exemined in conjunction with the maps of
diffarorices between ensemble moans. since there can. of
r
r
t
C
E course, be no statistical significance where the wee^- are
exactly equal.	 Statistical significance is a result of a
difference between two ensemble moons tnot is large compared
to the ensemble standard deviations; therefore, there can be
some cases where differences too smell to be physically
interesting are nevertheless statistically significant, and
sows cases where very	 ,e differences are not significant.
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1. The effects of mountains: differences between run 82 and
run o3
a. Horizontal fields
In run e2 the SLP map (fig. g al shows highs cver
Northern Homisohere continents and lows over those in the
Southern Hemisphere, except for Antarctic•, where the SLP of
1005 mb is about the some as on the surrounding oceans.
Pressure gradients are generally small and on the Northern
Hemisphere continents pressures are weaker then observed
I
(fig. 19).	 The Siberian and Canadian highs are centered
around 35 N, the Aleutian low is at the Bering Strait, and
for the Icelandic low the 995 mb isobar stretches from
Srendinevie almost to Greenland.
In run *3 (fig. 3a) 5LP gradients are larger and the
pattern is more cellular.	 The pressure is increased over
the Arctic Ocean end the Northern Hemisphere continents,
particularly over Greenland, where the elevated glacier
generates extremely low temperatures end, hence, excessively
high sea -level pressures due to the method of reducing
station pressures to see level.
In the SLP field of run e 3, the Icelandic low is
shifted t_werd the scuthwest, south of Greenland, relative
to ttiat of run a ?, in agreement with the observed
climatology, and the Aleutian low is similarly shifted to
the southern end of the Kamche to peninsula.
	
Thus, the two
lows are blocked by the mountainous contirents from effecting
the atmosphere above the Arctic Ocean, in contrast to run 02,
where the SLP in the Arctic is too low.	 The westward shift
of the Aleutian low in run 83 allows the Canadian high to
extend, correctly, northwest towards Alaske. 	 (Compare figs.
2a and 3a with fig. Ia.)
8
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In run s3 the Siberian high is intensified end shifted
northward by the terrain effect, as in Mansbe and Terpstre
(19741, allowing the increase, noted below. in the
precipitation in eastern Chine.	 This is qualitatively
realistic but excessive in magnitude. (Compare figs. 2a and
36k with fig.	 Is.)
In the Southern Hemisphere, SLP is decreased over
Africa end South America, and lows appear over the highest
mountains of Antarctica, between about 20 E and 90 E.	 West
of Chile the high pressure call is intensified, while east
of Argentine the high covers a smaller area in run e3 then
run e2.
The 500 mb map for run e2 lfig. 2b) shows patterns that
are generally tonally symmetric outside of the tropics. 	 In
run e3 (fig. 3b) the ridge at northwestern Europe and the
trough north of Japan are clearly visible, in agree
the observed climatology. Over Antarctica, on the
hand, the 500 mb pattern has become excessively ce
run e3.	 (Compare fig. 3b with fig. lb.)
In the Southern Hemisphere the 500 mb heights
Smell d,fferences in middle latitudes when mountai
included (fig. 7b1, in agreement with the results
and Terpstre (19741.
The 500 mb map for run e3 shows flow around t
Himelayes which is absent in run e2.
Errors in the 500 mb heights of the model com
the observed climatology similar to those noted in
Christodis and Spar 11981) (i.e. a contour patter
too cellular over southern Asia and too diffluent
v- ^..r...^ t
eastern North Atlantic) appear in run e3 but are not seen in
run 02.
The increased intensity of the high see-level pressure
call rest of Chile in run e3 can also be seen in the shorter
wavelengths at the some location on the 500 sb sap (figs. 3a
and 3b) .
The surface temperature sop for run 02 (fig. 2c) shows
warm areas centered around 25 5 on the continents and low
temperatures on the Northern Hemisphere continents.
Temperatures on the oceans are zonally symmetric, in
accordance with the sea surface temperatures which are fixed
boundary conditions (fig. 6a). 	 The sap for run o3 Ifig. 3c)
shows changes over the continents that are manly in
magnitude.	 An exception is the zonal gradients that appear
on Anterctica in run e3.
For both runs, the maps of temperature in the layer
between 050 mb and 700 mb (figs. 2c and 3c) show worm air
over South America, Africa, and Australia. 	 For the Northern
Hemisphere in run a2 gradients are smell and the continental
lows are weak compered to those of run a3.
The air at the surface of the southern hemisphere
continents is generally colder in run e3 than in run e2
(fig. 7c) as a result of the higher altitude. 	 However the
layer temperature (fig. 7e) is higher over all the
Continents of the summer hewisphere,except for a smell part
of Antarctica, due to the elevation of the continental hest
source.
The excessively large gradients of temperature in the
f
lover troposphere south of the Himalayas in run e3 (fig. 3e)
are absent in run e2 (fig. 2e).
	
The difference map Ifig.
10
11
7a1 shows colder air in run 63 over the highest part of the
Himalayas and warmer air in the surrounding areas.
In high latitudes over Eurasia and Canada the
temperature at the surface (f i g . 7c) and in the lower
troposphere (fig. 7e) is lower in run 83 due to both the
higher altitude and the dry Initialization; over the Arctic
Ocean, without the altitude effect. the temperature is lower
by a smaller *mount.
	 Therefore. over the Arctic ocean, in
run a3. with its very high SLP relative to run a2 (fig. 7a)
and its only slightly lower temperature. the 500 mb height
(fig. 7b) reasons higher then in run 82. whereas over the
surrounding continents where the SLP difference is not as
greet Ifig. 7s). the very low temperature causes a large
pressure decrease with height, so that the 500 mb level is
lower.
Precipitation in both run e2 (fig. 2d) and run e3 Ifig.
3d1 is concentrated on the continents in the tropics; nearly
all of North America and Asia have less then 2 mm per day of
precipitation. An exception is the precipitation maximum in
eastern China in run e3, already explained in connection
with the SLP pattern.
In run e3, the area of Maximum precipitation in South
America is intensified. shifted southward, and expanded in
longitudinal extent.	 Two different factors combine to
explain this.
In run 83 the subtropical high in the South Atlantic is
made unrealistically smell (figs. 3• and Is). with e
consequently decreased effect on the southeastern part of
South America.	 This allows the ITCt to move too for south
and the precipitation to be excessive Ifigs. 3d and 1d).
In
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In addition, as explained in Manobe and Holloway
(1970), the Andes act as a barrier preventing dry air
originating in the subtropical high Off the coast of Chile
from penetrating into the interior of the continent.
	 Maps
of the surface ends verify this, showing the most
northeast trades in run 03 covering a larger ores over the
continent, bringing rein vest of 60 W.
The ores of maximum rainfall in the southern half of
Africa is intensified and tilted towards a southwest-
I
northeast orientation in run o3 (fig. 3d), in line with the
mountains.
Over the northern part of Australia the are@ of maximum
rainfall is shifted toward the plateau in the western half
of the continent; the narrow eastern highlands, which cause
an actual rainfall maximum, are not resolved by the coarse
grid of this model.
Orogrophic precipitation is also present In Now Guinea.
Areas of statistical significance are generally
scattered.	 The largest continuous area of significance is in
the tropics. Asia, and high northern latitudes for SLP Ifig.
100 ► . 	 Surface air temperature differences are generally
significant only on the continents (fig. 10c), as might be
expected since sae surface temperatures are a fixed boundary
condition.	 Otherwise, large differences in regional
clioatology that result from the addition of mountains to
the modal are statisticaily significant over all or part of
each region in question (Cooper• figs. 7b and IOb. figs. 7d
and 10d, figs. 7• end 100.)
It is interesting to notice hero the isolated ere@ in
the northwest Pacific, where the Aleutian low is located in
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run 63 Ifig. 3s1, for which there is no statistically
significant difference.	 The largo scale increase in
pressure (fig. 7e) combines with the shifted high and low
centers (figs. 2a end 3s) to result in no not change.
b. spherical hermonlc analysis
For all fields the dominance of a far large-scale
harmonics is greatly decreased in run 83, reflecting the
wore cellular patterns.	 Nona of the mean values are
changed.
For SLP run e3 shows a dominant 1,0 harmonic which does
not appear among the loading harmonics of run e2, indicating
the correct excess of mass in the winter hemisphere in run
e3. but also the SLP reduction from elevated terrain. The
appearance of tvi ' , 0 harmonic in run 83 combined  w i t ►, the
higher magnitude and reversal of phase of the 2,0 harmonic
reflects the unroalistically low pressure in the Arctic in
run 62, with no corresponding gradient in the southern
hemisphere.	 The higher pressure in high northern latitudes
and the lower pressure in mid-latitudes and subtropics is
reflected in the stronger 3,0 harmonic in run 03.
	
This
pressure gradient can also be soon in the decreased
magnitude of the 4,0 harmonic with its 180 phase, which
Signifies highs over mid-latitudes and lows at the equator
and at the poles.
Larger east-vest differences in run 63 are reflected in
the stronger 1,1 harmonic.	 Finally. for SLP, the 3,2
harmonic does not change, while the 4.4 increases in
magnitude.
For the 500 •b height, the first three harmonics, 2,0.
i110, and 4,0, are nearly the some for both runs.
	 The main
difference in the next three, 6.0, 7,0, and 8,0, is the
larger amplitude for the 6,0 harmonic which reflects the
lover elevation over Caned@ and Siberia and the higher
elevation over the Arctic and the Himalayas.
Increased effects of the continents in run 83 are shown
by more dominant 5.2. 6.2, and 7,2 harmonics for the 500 mb
height.	 The 1.0 and 3,0 harmonics for the 500 mb height ere
weaker, indicating a decreased difference between the north
and south poles; in addition. a weaker 2,0 harmonic reflects
a timaller polar-equatorial contrast.
	 The 4,0 harmonic
remains the same.
For the 850 mb to 700 ab layer temperature the 1.1
harmonic has a larger magnitude in run e3, representing the
greater contrast between the continents and the Pecif c
Ocean, also larger in run e3 is the 4,1 harmonic,
corresponding to the higher temperatures in run e3 over
Greenland, southern Asia, South America, end the eastern
half of Antarctica.
The ] * -gar 1,0 and slightly larger 2.0 harmonics in the
layer temperature for run e3 combine to reveal a north-south
temperature gradient in the winter hemisphere, possibly due
to the dry initialization.
For the 850 mb to 700 mb layer temperature run 03 shows
a larger 6,0 harmonic, reflecting the u@rmer air at 30 N end
30 S and the colder air at 60 N.	 Also, the 8,0 end 3.2
harmonics are larger in magnitude but they have moved down
in rent.
c. meridional cross-sections
11111 V_
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The moridional cross-sections of zonal moons of tr,nal
rind for run 02 If i g. 2g) end run 03 (fig. 3g) are
qualitatively similar.	 One difference is the weaker
aid-latitude westerlies in run 83 in the Northern
Hemisphere, but not in the Southern Hemisphere, in
accordance with the exchange of angular momentum between the
earth and the ot',ospher• due to the torque exerted by
mountain ranges, oxpleined by White 11949).	 This is negated
somewhat below 200 mb by the excessively cold air at high
latitudes over the continents, accoraiig to the thermal wind
equation.	 Even larger in magnitude is the difference in the
Arctic stratospheric westerlies, which are weaker in run 0
(fig. 7g), due to the deviation of the ,het stream from an
otherwise almost symmetric pattern as a result of flow
around the mountains, in agreement with the results of
Kesehers et. el.	 (1973).
The tropical sesterlies are stronger in run e3,
especially around 200 mb, due to the convective hosting that
results from the intensified Southern Hemisphere Hadley cell.
The cross-sections of temperature ere similar for run
e2 (fig. 2() end run e3 (fig. 3f)= throughout most of the
atmosphere the differences are less then ? degrees Ifig.
7f1.	 Larger differences occur in the stratosphere,
particularly over the Arctic, where run e3 is as such as 10
degrees warmer.	 The atmosphere of run e3 is also warmer in
the Southern Hemisphere, especially over Antarctica, due to
the elevation of the continental host source.	 The pattern
of temperature differences in the stratosphere results in
the temperature gradients required by the thermal wind
relationship for consistency with the differences in zonal
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wind discussed above.	 ICompar• figs. 7f and 7g.)
The stronger Southern Hemisphere Medley cell in run e3
is evident in the cross-sect!ons of meridional wind [figs.
2h and 3h), which show a more intense circulation for run e3
then for run 42.	 Above about 800 mb, run e3 shows •
southward shift of the ITCt and of the corresponding
divergence :one in the upper atmosphere, consistent with the
earlier discussion of the precipitation in South America.
The higher Arctic SLP for run e3, also noted above. can be
inferred from the appearance of southerly winds at the
surface centered around 70 N.
The cross-section of vertical velocity for run e2 Ifig.
211 shows two distinct Hadley cells with the ascending
br- riches equal in intensity but with the Northern Hemisphere
descending branch stronger than its southern counterpart.
In rk.in e3 [fig. 3.) the Southern Hemisphere Hadley cell has
grown while the ascending branch of the northern cell has
weakened.	 This intensification Of thw southern branch of
th% Medley circulation is a result of the indirect role of
the Andes mountains in Increasing the precipitation in South
Americo, as discussed above, since the highest part of the
Andes is between 10 S and 30 S. where the difference
cross-section shows an Increase in vertical velocity.
The descending air in the northern hemisphere has
broken into two cells in run e3, extending further north.
This combines with the appearance of an area of sibsidence
Over the Arctic in run e3, consistent With the higher
surface pressure, to cause a narrowing and strengthening of
the sscanoing call centered at 67 N.	 There is also s large
increase in the subsidence over Antarctica, especially in
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the upper atmosphere Ifig. 711. due to the outflow from the
high pressure ores created by the heating from the elevated
continent.	 This can also be seen on the difference cross-
section for meridional wind Ifig. 7h).
All the di;ferences in temperature are statistically
significant: the •roes of insignificance on the significance
cross-section (fig. 10f) follow the zero isopleths on the
difference cross-section (fig. 7f).
1i:* correspondence between the • p ass of insignificance
for zonal wind (fig. IOgl and the zero isopleth on the
difference cross-section for zonal wind (fig. 7g) is not as
close.	 Differences are significant north of 30 S in the
stratosphere, and in the troposphere only where the
differences are larger then about 1.5 or 3.0 meters per
second.
The major differences in meridional wind and vertical
velocity are statistically significant (figs. 10h and 101).
except for parts of the increase in subsidence over
Antarctica.
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II. The effects of surface,
 physics: differences between run
e3 and run e4
•. horizontal maps
The warm areas on the Southern hemisphere continents on
the surface temperature map for run w3 If ;9. 3c) are greatly
weakened in run e4 Ifig. 4c), due to the increased
evaporation, resulting .n smaller zonal temperature
gradients.	 The difference map Ifig, ec) shows colder air on
all the continents between 45 5 and 45 N. warmer air on the
	 I
continents between about 45 N and 70 N. and colder air over
the Arctic.
The snow cover in run e4 reaches further south than in
run e3; the colder area near Afghanistan in run e4 (fig. ec)
is caused by the higher alb+do resulting from the more
extensive snow cover.
Severe# different factors combine to influence the
temperature over the continents north of 45 N.	 The numerous
but smell differences in humidity, precipitation, and
cloudiness. which effect the radiation balance and the
con y nctive hosting, and in the exchange of hest with the
earth's surface, are not sufficient to explain the
differences in temperature, and in some areas indicate an
influence opposite to the not difference In temperature. 	 It
is Iit•Iy, therefore, that the differancas in temperature at
high latitudes result from a greeter transport of hest from
low end middle latitudes.
The SLP pattern is q %:elitatively similar in run e,4
(fig. 4a) and run e3 (fig. 3el , w i th the highs  end lows
reasoning at nearly the some locations.
	
The largest
differences are in the magnitudes of the Southern Meaisphere
contins n tel lows (fig. Be). which show higher pressure in
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run e4, closer to the observed values (fig. le), due to the
smaller difforonces in temperature between land end sea at
this latitude resulting from evaporative cooling on the
continents.	 Southern Hemisphere zonal SAP gradients have
generally decreased, with the high pressure cells slightly
weaker.	 The high west of Chile, however, has somewhat
large- Peridionel pressure gradients.
Similarly, in the Northern Memosphere, the Aleutian
low, which is s l ightly weaker in run s4, is located in an
s p as of smaller zonal tend-sea temperature gradients.
	
The
Siberian high in run e4 Ifig. 4e) is more concentrated at
Its center near 40 N then on run e3 (fig. 3s), coinciding
with the area of lower surface temperature (fig. Bc).
The mop of temperature, for run e4, in the layer
between 050 mb and 700 mb (fig. 4e) shows the some weakening
Of the Southern hemisphere continental warm areas as does
the surface temperature map (fig. 4c).	 Tho difference mop
for the layer temperature (fig. Be) also resembles the
surface temperature mop (fig. Bc) except the 
	 the warm belt
•round 60 N is weaker over Eurasia and more concentrsted at
the western side of the continent.
The 500 mb mop for run e4 (fig. W. shows generally the
some pe.tern as in run e3 (#IQ. 3b).	 Noticeable changes
include the slightly less D-ffluent pattern in the North
Atlantic and the greater zC f •1 symmetry over southern Asia,
partial reversals of the unrealistic features in run 93 that
were noted in the previous section.	 Also showing a somewhat
greater zonal symmetry is the short wave pattern vast of
Chile.	 However, the stronger low in eastern Europe, north
Of the Black Sea, Is not in agreement with observation (fig.
20
Ib).
The large areas of lower elevation on the 500 ob
difference map (fig. Bb) are due to the colder air in the
lover troposphere (fig. 00). 	 Lover elevation occurs over
the Southern Hemisphere cnnt;nentz in a belt near ?S S. over
the D^ctic, and over p ost of Asia. co.nciding with the lover
temperature in the layer from 050 ob to 700 ob.	 Similarly,
the elevation is higher over northern Europa and western
Caned*, where the air is wormer.
	
The map of precipitation for run s4 (fig. 4d) shows	 11
sex mums clnse to those of run e3 (fag. 3d), with an
additional maximum at Indonesia.
	 Increased eveporation over
land is the dominent cause of the greeter precipitation in
run *4.	 Elver 4 ustralie the higher evaporation p ore then
conpensetes for the higher elbedo, in contrast to New Guinea
where a lower albedo accompanies the increased precipitation.
In run e 4
 the tropical Pacific shows a stronger end
more concentrated belt of precipitation around 4 N.	 This is
caused by the higher humidity the northeast trades gain in
their passage over Mexico and Central America, where the
evaporation is such larger in run 64 then in run e3.
resulting in greatly enhanced cumulus convection downwind in
the tropical Pacific.	 Since the southeast trades of the
Southern Memosphero hove no such worm continental moisture
source. the ITCZ is shifted northward over the ocean.
In South America the map for run e3 shows two
precipitation merimumss in run e4 the eastern maximum has
weakened while the western mosimus has strengthened and
moved southward.	 Because of the weaker subtropical high
pressure cells east e-id vast of South America, the southeast
C
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trades are weaker, allowing the northeast trades to
penetrate further into the continent, moving the ITCZ toward
the southwest in South America.
	 In addition, precipitation
has generally increased in the northern half of the
continent (fig. 8d), due to the higher evaporation.
The area of maximum precipitation in Africa has moved
southward and eastward in run 44.
	 The precipitation in run
a3 is orogrephic in Africa, caused by the converging monsoon
winds; in run 84, where the winds are weaker d •je to the
weaker high pressure cells, the greatly increased
evaporation over land, especially at the southeast part of
the continent, is a controlling factor.
The large differences in temperature between run a3 and
run 84 at the surface and in the layer between 1350 mb and
700 mb are all statistically significant except for the
higher temperature north of 45 N in run a4, which is
significant only in smelt areas.
	
[Compare fig. llc with
fig. Bc, and fig.	 Ile with fig. Be.)
Similarly, the differences in SLP and 500 mb height are
statisticelly significant in low latitudes, but only in
scattered areas at higher latitudes. 	 (Compare fig. Ila with
fig. Be, and fig.	 Ilb with fig. Bb.)
The large differences in precipitation are generally
statistically significant.	 (Compare fig. lld with fig. Bd.)
b. spherical harmonic analysis
For SLP the first two harmonics, the 1,0 and the 4,0,
ere nearly the some for runs a3 and a4; all the others are
weaker, indicating generally smaller gradients. 	 The 1,1
harmonic shows the greatest decrease in magnitude in run 84
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because of the smeller contrast between the tropical
j	 continental lows and the Pacific Ocean. 	 The higher pressure
on the continents in the trapics also results in a smaller
fdifference between the equator and the poles, reflected in
the wester 2,0 harmonic in run e4.
The 5,4 and 4,4 harmonics appear among the leading
components of run e3 but not of run a4, indicating smaller
zonal gradients in run e4.	 Similarly, the waster land-sea
contrast is shown b, the wester 3,2 and 5,2 harmonics in run
e4.	 The 4,2 harmonic has moved up in rank but down in
magnitude.
The 3,0 harmonic is also waster in run e4, reflecting
the decreased difference between the Northern and Southern
Hemispheres.
The f irst two harmonics for temperature in the layer
between 850 mb and 700 mb, the 2,0 and the 1,0, are about
the some for runs e3 and e4, and the others are wester, but
to o lesser extent then for SLP.
	
As in SLP, the 1,1
harmonic for the toyer, temperature shows the greatest
decrease in magnitude in run * y , reflecting the smeller
contrast between the worm air over the tropical continents
and the cooler air over the Pacific.
The 6,0 end 8,0 harmonics are weaker in run e4,
reflecting the lower temperature around 25 N and the higher
temperature around 60 N.	 The 7,0 end 3,0 harmonics, on the
Other hand, ere stronger in run 04, their phase of 180
indicating colder sir over the North Pole and in low
southern latitudes.
The 3,2 harmonic is weaker in run $4, reflecting the
smeller zonal gradients in the Southern Hemisphere. wh le 	 i3
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the stronger 4,2 harmonic indicates the relatively colder
air over the tropical continents in run e4 compared to run
e3. and the relatively warmer air to the north over Canada
and Europe.
As in SLP, the 5,4 end 4,4 harmonics do not appear
among the leading components of run a 4, as they do in run e3,
indicating smaller zonal temperature gradients in run e4.
Since the larger differences in 500 mb height are due
to the warmer air in the lower troposphere, many of the some
features can be seen in the harmonic components for 500 mb
height and for temperature in the layer from 850 mb to 700
mb.	 Fo+ 500 mb height the first three harmonics, the 2,0,
1.0, and 4,0 are the some= the 6,0 and 8,0 ere weaker in run
e4, end the 7,0, 3.0, and 4,2 are stronger.
The 5,2 harmonic is larger in magnitude in run e4, as
is the 6,2, but by a smeller amount, reflecting the higher
elevation over Canada end northern Europe, and to the south,
• high over the Pacific and tors over Asia and the United
States
The 5,3 is weaker in run e4, reflecting the smaller
cont r ast between the low latitude continents and oceans.
c. vertical cross-sections
Although the cross-sections of zonally averaged
temperature for runs a3 (fig. 3f) and run e4 (fig. 4f)
appear almost identical, there are wormer and colder areas
that ere visible on the difference cross-section (fig. 8f).
In the lower troposphere many of the features are the some
as those of the horizontal temperature maps discussed abov9,
which are generally zonally symmetric.
1
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Between about 40 N and 45 5 greater evaporation over
the continents in run 64 cools the atmosphere up to about
700 ob. while above that level increased convective hosting
results in wormer air.
The wormer area between 43 N end 65 N at the surface,
weakening upwards to about 300 Ob. and the colder air north
of 65 N in the lower troposphere are the result of the
combination of factors discussed in connection with the
horizontal maps.	 Above 300 mb the air is colder north of 35
N and, by a smaller •mount, south of 51 S.
The cross-section of zonally averaged vertical velocity
for run e4 (fig. 40 shows two distinct Hadley cells
centered at 4 N and 20 5 as in run e3 (fig. 30, but in run
04 the two ascending branches are equal in intensity, in
contrast to run e3, where the southern branch is stronger.
The Northern Hemisphere descending branch centered of 20 N
is also stronger in run 94.	 This is a consequence of the
northward shift of the ITCZ over tho ocean noted on the
horizontal maps.
A comparison of ttie difference maps for vertical
val oc i ty (f i g. 8 i ) and for temperature (f i g. Of ) rev on 1 s
that in high northern latitudes where the temperature is
lower at around 35 N near the surface up to 51 N in the
upper troposphere, the subsidence is more intense, and
further north, where the air is warmer, the ascent is
stronger, indicating that the stronger circulation is
thermally driven.
The cross-section of meridional wind for run a4 Ifig.
4h) shows the some pattern of north and south winds as in
run e3 (fig. 3h) except for a northward shift from 16 S to
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the equator of the southerly winds at the surface.
	 The
Hadley circulation for run e4 shows smaller meridional
gradients near 20 S. indicating less speed convergence and
divergence, while the reverse is true near the equator,
consistent with the movement of the ITCZ over the ocean
noted above.
The cross-section of zonal wind for run 64 (fig. 4g)
shows weaker accustorial easterlies compared to run o3 Ifig.
3g1, and stronger Northern Hemisphere westerlies.
	
The
differences in zonal wind between run 13 and run o4 (fig.
8g) can be understood as a result of the differences in
temperature, according to the thermal wind equation.
	 For
example, the strongest evaporative cooling is at 20 S in the
lower troposphere, which is the border between the weaker
aastarless cantered at 8 S and the weaker westerlies at 31
S.	 Both of those effects decrease in the upper atmosphere,
where the convective hosting reverses the meridional
gradient on the temperature difference cross-section (Fig.
8F).	 Similarly, the increased intensity of the westerlies
in the Northern Hemisphere is strongest at high levels,
between the colder air at middle latitudes and the warmer
air in the tropics.
The differences in temperature and vertical velocity
are statistically significant in the tropics but generally
not at high latitudes.
	 The lower temperature and increased
subsidence in middle northern latitudes are statistically
significant.
	 (Compare fig. llf with fig. 8F, and fig. Ili
with fig, ei.)
The largest differences in zonal wind and in moridional
wind are significant at low latitudes but only partly so at
54,
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higher latitudes	 (COMPOr• fig. 11g with fig. Sg, and fig.
11h with fig. Sh.)
lilt
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111. The effects of non-zonally symmetric SST: differences
between run e4 and run e5
a. horizontal maps
The map of realistic SST of run a5 Ifig. 6b) shows the
effects of ocean currents, in contrast to run o4 in which
the SST is zonally symmetric (fig. Be).
	 The ocean is warmer
in run e5 (fig. 6c) from the Caribbean northeast to the
coast of northern Europe by the influence of the Gulf Stream
and colder on the northeast coast of North America as a
result of the Labrador Current.
	 Similarly. the were
Kuroshio Current extends its influence to the Gulf of
Alaska, while the northwest Pacific is colder in run e5
because of the Oyeshio Current.	 In the subtropics the
currents flowing towards the equator on the west coasts of
the continents result in lower temperatures in run e5.
South of 30 5 the oceans are generally wormer,
 in the Pacific
and colder in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans.
Most of the differences in surface air temperature
coincide with those of SST.	 The Zero degree isotherm is
shifted northeast in the North Atlantic in run e5 (fig. Sc)
along with the large temperature gradient to the north,
producing temperatures as much as 45 degrees wormer north of
Scandinavia (fig. 9c).	 There are a number o f mechanisms
responsible for the greatly increased temperature.
	 Increased
evaporation from the open ocean, which was frozen in run e4
at this location, results in a greater cloud 'over at all
levels, trapping the greeter long wave radiation from the
ocean which is wormer in run e5 by as such as 6 degrees
(fig. 6c).	 This is in addition to the increased transfer of
sensible host from the ocean and by edvaction from the south
(cf. SLP maps, below).	 This effects the whole Arctic region,
I 
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so that temperatures ere generally warmer north of about
70 N (fig. 9c) .
The colder areas on the continents and oceans to the
south are dominated by the ic4- covered Daring See. See of
n r	 Okhotsk, and Hudson's Day, which are not frozen in run e4.
Temperatures are also lower by 2.5 degrees over the oceans
west of the continents at 20 N and 20 S. end south and
southwest of Africa around 50 S, in accordance with the
lower SST.	 The air is warmer over a large part of the
Pacific south of 30 N. particularly southwest of New
Zealand.
In run m5 the Aleutian low has decreased in size and
deepened, while the opposite changes have occurred in the
Icelandic low Ifig. 5e).	 However. in both cases, which are
in better agreement with the observed climatology (fig. le),
the differences in pressure are caused by the differences in
tempers ture (figs. 9m and 9c).	 The colder air over the
ice-covered areas north and west of the Aleutian low result
in higher SLP, causing the low pressure center to shrink on
its western side.	 The greatest decrease in	 ressure occurs
north of Iceland and Scandinavia, where the surface
temperature is much higher. 	 This allows a northeestwerd
expansion of the Icelandic low and of the area influenced by
the worm southwesterly winds On its eastern side.
Throughout most of the globe south of 45 N. SLP
differencei: are swell (fig. 9a). 	 An increase in pressure
from 995 min to 1000 mb on the west coast of South Americo
(figs. 4a and 5m) is caused by the lower temperatures (fig.
9c).	 Southwest of southern Africa the high pressure call is
stronger where the temparetur , is lower.
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The map of temperature in the layer from 050 mb to 700
ib for run 65 Ifig. 5e) resembles the map of surface air
lempersture for run e5 (fig. 5c).	 The difference map shows
ohs some areas of difference between runs e4 and 05 for
eyor temperature (fig. 9e) and surface temperature (fig.
9c) but the magnitude of the differences are much less
further from the surface.
The map of 500 mb height for run e5 Ifig. 5b) compered
to that of run 64 (fig. 4b) shows a such more diffluent
pattern over the North Atlantic and northern Europe and Asia
and a higher amplitude long wave pattern in the Northern
Hemisphere, highs	 then the observed (fig. 1b).	 A closed
low appears over the Arctic around 150 E.	 A comparison of
the 500 mb map with the layer temperature map for run a4
(figs. 4b and 4e) and run eS (figs. 5b end 5o) shows, for
each run, the some long wave patterns in high northern
latitudes on both maps, and in run 85 the closed low around
150 E on both mops.	 The 500 mb map for run 04 (fig. 4b)
shows a high in the eastern Atlantic west Of Europa and a
low at the east coast of Asia.	 The realistic SST pattern
that is included in run a5 (fig. 6b) has a similar
structure, resulting in an amplification of the wave in high
northern latitudes on the 500 mb map for run 05 (fig. Sb).
In the Southern Hemisphere a slightly higher amplitude
wave which can be seen around 60 5 on the 500 mb map for run
•5 appears to have a similar cause; the surface air
temperature maps show a higher amplitude wave for run e5
(fig. 5c) then for run e4 (f i g. 4c) at this latitude.
In the Northern Hemisphere the difference map for 500
mb height Ifig. 9b) shows a pattern similar to that of the
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difference sop for temperature between 050 n b and 700 mb
(fig. 9e).	 Over most of the Southern Hemisphere run e5 has
higher elevations then run e4. the largest difference being
50 meters southwest of South Americo, in conjunction with
the higher amplitude wove.	 The generally higher elevation
is due to the wormer temperatures in the Southern Hemisphere
that can be seen most easily on the vertical cross-section
of tonally averaged temperature discussed below.
The precipitation maximum in run 64 on the east coast
of South Ameice around 20 S Ifog. 4d) has been replaced in
run aS by one on the equator at the central part of the
continent (fig. 5d), resulting in smaller meridional
gradients.	 The precipitation over the eastern Pacific is
more uniform in run 05 then in run e4, where it is
concentrated in a band north of the equator. 	 Other features
are qualitatively similar for both runs, except for an
extension of the p r ecipitation over the North Atlantic
toward the northeast along with the Icelandic low.
Areas of higher SST in run e5 (fig. 6c) result in
higher evaporation from the oceans and lower stability of 	
j
the atmosphere above, with colder SST showing the opposite 	 a
effects.	 Precipitation has decreased in run e5 Ifig. 9d) on
the vest coast of South America, the asst coast of Asia, and
on the Somali Peninsula, where the SST is lover, and has
increased over the western Pacific, the Indian Ocean. the
Arctic north of Scandinavia, and the Mast African coast,
where SST has increased.	 An exception is the most coast of
South America, where the p recipitation has moved northward
as a result of the stronger circulation around the high
pressure cell in the South Ationtic, which limits the
f^
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influence of the moist northeast trades to the northern part
of the continent.
The precipitation is less in southern Africa in run 85
!Fig. 9d).	 This, and the decrease in precipitation et the
Somali Peninsula, result from the fact that in run e5 there is e
realistic monsoon circulation (not shown). which appears to be
caused by the changes in SST (fig. 6c), an influence suggested
by Soho (1970).	 Around 60 E on the equator, winds ere from the
southeast in run 84, whereas in run e5 they turn from northeast
to northwest as they cross the equator.	 This has the effect of
diverting the rain from the African continent to the Indian Ocean.
In addition, the winds over the Somali Peninsula originate over
the Indian Oceen in run 84 while in run aS, in agreement with
observation, they come from the northeast Over Asia.
Oifferences in surface a r temperature from run e4 to
run wS of 2.5 degrees or more are statistically significant
except fo r a few areas at high northern latitudes.
	
!Compere
fig. 12c with fig. 9c.)	 The few areas where 51-P is
different by 4 mb or more or where precipitation has changed
by 2.5 mm/day or more all show statist i cal significance.
(Compare fig.	 12a with fig. 9e, and fig. 	 12d with fig. 9d.)
D ifferences in temperature betwe{.i 850 mb and 700 mb
are statistically significant.
	 (Compare f i g .	 12e with fig.
9a.)The only area whe r e differences in 500 mb height are not
Significant is in tha Arctic north of 75 N from Siberia
eastward to northern Canada.
	 (Compere fig. 12b with fig. 9b.1
b. spherical harmonic enelys,s
The lower SLP at the Arctic in run e5 compared to run
e4 and the higher prassure around 60 N are reflacted in the
A
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changes in the Banally symmetric harmonics.
	 The 1,0
harmonic has decreased in magnitude and the 3.0 is no longer
among the leading components in run a5, reflecting the lover
pressure at the Arctic, while the increase in magnitude of
the 4,0 harmonic indicates a greater contrast between middle
latitudes end the pole in the Northern Hemisphere.
	 The 2,0
harmonic has grown at the expense of the D.O. indicating
that the meridians] gradients of SLF are dominated by long
wavelengths to a greeter degree then in run o4.	 To a lesser
extent this is also reflected in the stronger 3.2 and Y.2
harmonics in contrast to the maker 5.2. 	 The stronger 2.1
and 3,1 harmonics similarly reflect long wavelength
moridional gradients in contrast to the weaker 1,1 harmonic.
The stronger 2.2 harmonic reflects the more extensive
continental highs and the lower pressure on the oceans in
middle latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere.
The two loading components for tomperatare between E50
n b and 700 mb. the 2.0 and the 1,0, are nearly the some for
runs eV and e5, the 160 phase of both indicating low
temperatures in the Arctic.
	
The warmer air in the Arctic in
ru n 85 decreases the short wave meridionel temperature
gradients. -aflected in the smeller magnitude cf the 0.0 end
7.0 harmonics.	 The difference map shows wormer air at 30 5
and 30 W. colder air at 60 N, and warmer air at 90 N in run
e5. reflected in the higher magnitude of the 6,0 harmonic
vitn a phase of 0 and the lower magnitude of the 3.0
hereonic with a phase of 100.
The largest differences in temperature in the layer
between 050 mb and 700 mb are the wormer area around
northern Europa and the colder area cantered at the Daring
n T
	ci
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Saa, reflected in the stronger 3.1 land 2,1 harmonics In run
e5.
The 3,2. 6.2. and 4.2 harmonics have moved down in rent
	
i	 in run eS enO the 5.2 has moved up, but the only considerable
changes in magnitude ere a smell increase of the 3,2 and e
small decrease of the 14.2.
The major change in the spherical harmonic components
for 500 mb height is the appearance among the leading
components in run eS of the 4.1, 3.1. 2.1. and 5.1 harmonics,
reflecting the higher elevations in high northern latitudes
from 60 W eastward to 120 E and the lower elevations from
120 E eastward to 60 W.
The stronger 1,0 harmonic in run e5 indicates generally
higher elevations in the Southern Hemisphere.
	
The Alronger
6,0 with a phase of 0 and the weaker 3.0 with a phase of
100, similar to the 950 mb to 700 mb temperature components
described above, reflect the differences in 500 sib height
that are generated by the wormer air between 050 mb and 700
ob.	 The lood.ng component, the ?,0, which indicates lows at
the polo% and o high at the equator. is the some in run o4
and run e5, as in the layer temperature. while the higher
elevation at the Arctic is reflected in the smaller magnitude
of the 7.0 and 9,0 hersonics, indicating decreased short wave
seridione l gradients.
The 6,2, 5.2, and 4,2 harmonics hove moved down in
Pont. but the 5.2 and 5,2 have increased in magnitude.
reflecting the higher amplitude of the dominant wave number
2 in the Northern Hemisphere.	 The 4,2 shows only a small
increase in magnitude. 	 The small decrease in magnitude of
the 4.0 harmonic indicates the lesser importance of the
10
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zonally symmetric harmonics in run MS.
c. vertical cross-sections
The vertical cross-section of temperature for run aS
'	 (fig. Sf) shows s smaller merodionel gradient near the
surface at 70 N then in run el, Ifog. 4f), Ord a larger
moridoonal gradient in the stratosphere north of 45 N. but
these features are more easily soon on the difference
cross-section (fl ip. 2f).	 Near the surface the warmer sir
cantered at 74 N and the colder Sir .Just to the south have
already been seen on the horizontal maps. The maser for
the much wormer Mir above 300 ab a: middle northern
latitudes will be given below in connection with the
cross-sections of vertical velocity end moridional wind.
South of 40 N the entire troposphere is warmer in run
*S then in run e4 by less then 1.5 degrees.	 The not result
o f the increases in evaporation in run e5 where the 54T is
higher and decreases whore the SST is tower is a greater
evaporation in the Southern Mesisphere, which causes a
greater hooting by large-scale condensation sufficient to
increase the average temperature of s large part of the
atmosphere.
In run a4 air is descending over the Arctic )fig. 40.
in agreement with nature.	 This is replaced in run e5 (fig.
Sol by strong ascending motion which is a result of the
hooting and lower pressu r e a^ the surface seen on the
horizontal saps.	 This ascending motion. together with the
g r eate r evaporatio n at the surface. results In a release of
latent hest north of 70 N that is 1237 higher in run 95 than
in run e4.
i
The descending air in Middle northern latitudes extends
further north, past 60 N at 900 mb, in run e5 due to the
colder air and higher SLP seen on the horizontal maps at
this latitude.
Tho Hadley circulation ir, run 85 is more uniformly
distributed between 12 N and 27 5 then in run 04, where
there are two distinct cells of ascending air. 	 This
reflects the more uniform pattern of precipitation in run e5
noted above.
The vertical cross section of meridional wind for run
e5 Ifig. 5h) shows inflow to the Arctic at the surface and
northerly flow aloft, in contrast to the cross-section for
run 84 (fig. 4h) which shows outflow at the surface.
	
This
is the reversal of the Arctic circulation that results in
the wormer sir above 300 mb at mid-latitudes that was
discussed above.
The southerly flow above 500 mb in the Northern
Hemisphere Hadley circulation reaches u smeller maximum in
run e5, in agreement with the loss concentrated ascending
air noted above.	 Otherwise the meridional winds are similar
for both runs (f ip. 9h) .
The cross-section of zonal wind for run e5 Ifig. 5g)
shows a weakening and a northward shift above 150 mb of the
maximum westerlies in the Northern Hemisphere.	 This can be
seen, by comparing the difference cross-sections of zonal
wind (fig. 9g) and of temperature (fig. 9f) , to be due to
the warmer air in mid-latitudes, according to the therms?
wind equation.	 Similarly, the westerly maximum in the upper
troposphere at 70 N in run a4 Ifig. 4g) is nearly absent in
run 05 (fig. 5g), a result of the wormer air over the Arctic
35
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(f i 9. 9f) .
The equatorial Sa g ter Iias above 200 n b in run e5 (fig.
5gl are stronger and cover a larger area compared to run ey
(f 19. Yg), but the magnitude of the difference is such less
L	 then for the Northern Hemisphere slid-letitude westerlies.
Because of the weaker westerlies there is a larger northward
transport of angular momentum above 200 mb in run 65,
resulting in the stronger equatorial eastarlies.
The differences in temperature ere almost ell
statistically significant; where they are not, the
differences are generally less then 1.5 degrees.	 (Compere
fig. 12f with fig. 9f.) Differences in vertical velocity,
moridional wind, and =onel wind are similarly statistically
significant except where they are very smell.
	
lCompare fig.
121 with fig. 9i, fig. 12h with fig. 9h, and fig. 12g with
f i g. 9g. )
t7
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Summary end conclusions
In run e] the addition of mountains influences the
i	 climate in two ways: temperatures are affected by the
elevated heat and cold sources resulting from the general
uplift of the continents above sae levels the mountains
also act as barriers, diverting or slowing the winds.
	
At
both sea level and S00 mb, mountains cause more cellular
patterns and Northern hemisphere highs and lows are moved
closer to their correct positions, but in some cases these
changes are excessive in magnitude.
	 The mountain barriers
also hove a considerable effect on the precipitation
patterns.	 Additions; differences between runs e2 end o3
arm due to the dry isothermal initialization in run e3, in
contrast to the horizontally, but not vertically, uniform
moist initialization of run a2.
Although the effects of mountains on the modal
climatology are generally quolitst-vely correct, the
resulting climate is not always a better simulation of
nature.
In run o4 realistic ground water storage and surface
albodo are added.	 The former is the dominant feature,
influencing surface temperatures and precipitation patterns
Over land due to the increased evaporation from the ground.
The s'se.l•r zonal land-sea temperature differences result
in waster Southern hemisphere continental lows and oceanic
highs.
	 In the tropics the greater eva p orative cooling near
the surface in run e4 changes to a greater convective
heating at higher levels.
The addition of realistic surface physics does not
affect the modal cliastology to as large an extant as the
addition of mountains.
i_
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With realistic SST's end see ice coverage added in run
e5. the influences of zonal SST gradients on climate are
simulated.	 The largest differences between runs e y and 	 e5
are the surface air temperatures in areas where the
r
Northern hemisphere see ice boundary has changed.
	
These
and other changes in temperature, and the resulting changes
in SLP and 500 n b height, bring the model climatology
closer, to the obse r ved, but in some cases the changes are
1
i	 excessive.
Precipitation is influenced by the changes in
evaporation from the oceans and In t^^ stability of the
atmosphere above which result from changes in SST.	 The
zonal S5T gradient in the Indian Ocean in run e5'results in
e realistic monsoon circulation.
The only major change in run e5 that is not at least
qualitatively realistic is the reversal of the circulation
at high northern latitudes, with air ascending over the
Arctic in run a5.	 Otherwise. the departures from zonal
symmetry of the SST field result in a better simulation of
the real atmosphere.
I
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